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exposed mountain would present its pinnacles and ridges,
dreadful precipices of naked rock, adown which the four
men and four women, and with hardly any exception the

quadrupeds, would have found it utterly impossible to
descend. To provide against this difficulty, to prevent
them from being dashed to pieces,-must we again sup

pose a miracle Must we conceive of the human beings
and the animals, as transported through the air to the

more level regions below; or that, by a miracle equally

grand, they were enabled to glide unhurt down the wet

and slippery faces of rock

One fact more I have to mention, in this range of ar

gument. There are trees of the most astonishing mag

nificence as to form and size, which grow, the one species

in Africa, the other in the southern part of North Ame

rica. There are also methods of ascertaining the age

of trees of the class to which they belong, with satisfac

tion generally, but with full evidence after they have

passed the early stages of their growth. Individuals of

these species now existing are proved, by those methods,

to have begun to grow at an epoch long before the date

of the deluge; if we even adopt the largest chronology

that learned men have proposed. Had those trees been

covered with water for three-quarters of a year, they

must have been destroyed; the most certain conditions of

vegetable nature, for the class (the most perfect land

plants) to which they belong, put such a result out of

doubt. Here then we are met by another independent

proof that the deluge did not extend to those regions of

the earth.

Such are the objections which present themselves

against the interpretation which, with grief I acknowledge,

is generally admitted, in relation to the scriptural iiarra-

* See Supplementary Note, C.
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